
Thread Lines: Spotlite™, DecoBob™, Mirage™

Display Dimensions: 1’ D x 2’ W

Colours: 105 Total: 40 Spotlite™, 25 DecoBob™, 40 Mirage™

Total Spools: 525

Spool Sizes: Spotlite™ - 1000m (1094yd)
 DecoBob™ - 2000m (2187yd)
 Mirage™ - 800m (875yd)

Applications:

Spotlite™ is a great choice for machine embroidery, quilting, decorative stitches, 
hand needlework, thread painting, and couching thicker thread and fibres. 
DecoBob™ is ideal for precision piecing, stippling, general sewing, machine 
embroidery, top and bottom thread for quilting, button holes, digitized lace 
design, hidden stitches, and bobbin thread. Use Mirage™ for free motion quilting, 
decorative stitches, embroidery, thread painting, couching, and colouring.

About Spotlite™:

Add a little glamour with this 40wt rayon core metallic thread! Soft, smooth running, 
and less prone to shedding and thread breakage, Spotlite™ is a brilliant and dynamic 
thread that is great for anything from machine embroidery to decorative stitches and 
even quilting. Unlike other metallic threads that are prone to breaking or shredding, 
Spotlite™ is quality built for a strong, even stitch and will even run up to 800 spm on 
domestic sewing machines and embroidery machines.

About DecoBob™:

This incredible 80wt 2-ply cottonized polyester thread carries a textured matte finish 
that has been treated to behave more like cotton and eliminate stretch. Delicate but 
incredibly strong, this lightweight thread ensures stitching becomes less bulky and 
designs softer while the fine weight also allows for more acute miters and rounder 
and smoother curves. DecoBob is also an ideal bobbin thread and is available in 
Class 15, L and M size pre-wound bobbins.

About Mirage™:

Mirage™ is a 30wt rayon thread with a beautiful sheen, and has been random space 
dyed in variegated colours meaning that every spool you pick up is completely 
unique! Available in 40 colours, the random colour changes and contrasting tones of 
this thread are perfect for adding a naturally fluid appearance to your next project.

Slimlined slatwall fixture measures only 1’ deep and 2’ wide and 
holds 105 colours in Spotlite™, DecoBob™, and Mirage™ - three of 
WonderFil’s decorative thread lines for stunning embroidery 
projects and decorative stitching.
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